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;" excitation function of the tr = 50.4 ntn resonance line of
the heliurn ion was measured by the nethod of intersecting nodulated

i electron and ion beams. The experimental results are cornpared with
calculations in the first and second Coulonb-Born approximation and
in the strong-coupling approxination.

Infornation on the features and excitation cross sections of the energy levels of the
heliun ion are of fundanental significance in the theory of slow electron coll isions, and are
also of irportance in the solution of many applied problens. Yet the experinental study of
this process, as in general of elenentary processes in electron-ion coll isions, is a very con-
plicated problem. When it cornes to heliun ions, the erperinent becomes even rnore conplicated,
because enission from the nost effectively excited levels falls in the vacuum ultraviolet
region of the spectrun. Apparently, there is only one published experinental paper [1] on the
excitation of the net.astable 2s level of He+ by electron irnpact.

We present here resuLts, obtained for the first t inre, on the character of the excitation
of the L = 50.4 nn resonance line of the He+ ion; this excitation is the result of the opti-
cally allowed ls - 2p transition in the process 

:

rhe experinents were perrormed ,,r., " J;;;:::i-:tl*,i,r"".roneter instaratio" ,,r::'
intersecting beans, on which experinents were previously nade on the study of the Ar II and Kr
I I  laser  L ines in  e lect ron- ion col l is ions [2] .

The helium ions were drawn out by an electric f ield fron a gas-discharge source, passed
through the chanber of a 1800 nass spectronpter with a non-uniforrn nragnetic field, and then
entered a differentially-puuped colli,!,'iol'Chamber, where they intersected an electron bean at
right angles. I?re heliumion conc{irtiitto'n.,in the bearn-intersection region was ^, 100 cn-e at
an energy 14 keV, and the current density of .the electrons, the energies of which ranged from
30 to 500 eV, was tu l0-2 A/cn2. T?re energy inhonogeneity of the electrons at half-height of
the distribution cirrve was tu 2 eV.

The resonant radiation was extracted from the collision cha6er with the aid of a vacuum
monochronator with glancing incidence of the beans (effective spectral region 25 - 70 nn), which
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Energy dependence of the excitation cross
section of the He* ?p level: I - cxperi-
mental curve, 2 - calculation in the
second Coulomb-Born approxination [5],
3 - calculation in the strong-coupling
approxirnation [6], 4 - calculation in the
first Coulonb-born approxination [5].
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was constructed in our laboratory, and was then detected with a secondary electron nultiplier in
a regime in which individual photoeLectrons were counted. To separate the useful signal fron
the noise due to the coll isions of the electrons and ions with the residual gas, we used double
modulation of the electron and ion beans by rectangular phase-shifted pulses, with synchronous
registration in two counting,chaHtels [3].

The results of oui measurements of the energy dependence of the efficiency of excitation
of the He II resonance line are shown in the figure. The experinental curve shows the 90% con-
fidence interval of the relative neasulenents. fire electron energies in the intersecting beams
were calibrated against the well established threshold of excitation of the resonance line tr =

58.4 nrn of the neutral helium atorn. The appearance of radiation sonewhat ahead of the threshold
(40.S eV) of process (1) is due to the energy scatter of the electrons in the beams. The erperi-
nental curve was therefore corrected in the irnmediate vicinity of the threshold by taking into
account the energy distribution of the electrons and the finite values of the ion excitation
cross sections at the threshold. The possible contribution to the population of the resonant
level fron the spontaneous transitions fron higher levels should not be large (e.g., it is
about 10% for the analogous level of the hydrogen atom [4]). We can therefore assume that the
curve obtained by us actually represents the excitation function of the heliun ion resonant
leve1. This gives grounds for conparing the experinent with the theory on electron excitation
on the 2p level of He+.

The erperinental results are conpared in the figure with the published calculations in the
first and second Couloft-Born approxirnation [5], 'and also in the strong-coupling approxination

t6]. The experimental curve was nornalized to the calculation in the second Coulonb-born approx-
ination, starting already with an electron energy near 100 eV. At lower energies, the experi-
nental data are internediate between the calculations obtained in the strong-coupling approxina-
tion and in the second Coulotib-Born approxination.
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